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Rain, rain, go away . . . Actually, after opening this activity book, 
you’ll say, Rain, rain, please STAY! It’s filled with so many fun 
things to do, you won’t care what the weather is like. Whether 
you’re playing alone or with a friend, all you need is a pencil to try 
tons of great activities.

• draw a picture of what a rooster might look like as a robot
• solve crosswords
• create fortunes for fortune cookies
• take speed quizzes
• pick a cool band name, and then design your group’s logo
• try tongue-tying tongue twisters
• PLUS word games, puzzles, drawing activities, and more!

So pick up a pencil and draw, solve, write, and play your rainy 
day away!

It’s raining, it’s boring . . .
But just  one pencil  will  make the day brighte r !
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sIlly seNteNCes

Fill in the blanks with the words from the list that sound 
like the words that best complete the sentences. The trick 
here is that each syllable of the words in the list acts as a 
full word itself in the answer. For example: He’s very sick, 

but he won’t digest yet. Digest sounds like die just: He’s very 
sick, but he won’t die just yet. Answers on page 138.

WORDS

amass
avenue
Canada

cattle
climate

counterfeit
dainty

ketchup
poker

wiggle
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1. T here’s a mouse in the house, but don’t worry. The ________________ 
get it.

2.   Boy: How many legs does a spider have?
      Girl: I don’t know, I’ll ________________.

3.  Daughter: The man from Denmark you invited over is thirsty.
      Mom: Well, give the ________________.

4. Mom’s favorite way of waking up my sister is to ________________.

5. Jerry’s running behind. He’ll ________________ with us later.

6. The tree is too tall, and I can’t ________________.

7.  Aunt Anita doesn’t shake her head a lot because she’s afraid her 
________________ fall off.

8. Our house was ________________ after the cousins’ visit.

9.  Darling, can you reach up there and grab a ________________ red 
beans?

10.  They ________________ math teacher because the old teacher 
retired. 
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Mini CrossWords

These bite-size nugget crosswords are great for when you 
only have a few minutes (or if you have little patience!). 
The only thing is, you have to figure out which boxes the 

answers of the clues belong to. Answers on page 138.

AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES

Clue
Three forms of H2O

THREE-LETTER WORDS

Clues
Hot drink
What you do when you’re hungry
Black sticky stuff
Tastes good with peanut butter
Rodent
To tear something
Glass container with a lid
A type of dance with metal-bottomed shoes
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BAD FOR YOU . . . BUT YUMMY

Clues
What’s in your bag on Halloween
Bubbly sweet drink; also called pop.
They go well with milk
Fried thinly sliced potatoes
This has a hole in the middle
Sticky, stringy candy

FIRST NAMES—MALE

Clues
Stanley, for short
Jonathan, for short
Theodore, for short
Joseph, for short
Harold, for short
Michael, for short
Richard, for short

FIRST NAMES—FEMALE

Clues
Katherine, for short
Margaret, for short
Elizabeth, for short (starts with a B)
Pamela, for short
Regina, for short
Samantha, for short
Susan, for short
Meghan, for short
Isabella, for short (starts with an E)
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Band name
One of the most difficult parts of starting a band is coming up 
with a cool name. Try these three tricks to see if you can find 

your dream band name. Then learn how to play an instrument 
or sing—you’ll have a recording contract in no time!

1. Combine a word from list A with one from list B.

List A
Brok’n
Crackt
Dinosore
DJ
Frankenstein
Heav-E
Miss Informed
Nasty
OverLoded
Spiral

2.  Find a dictionary, close your eyes, open to any page, and place 
your finger on the page. Add The to whatever word your finger is 
pointing to. You can repeat this a few times if you want a name 
with multiple words in it.

3.  Smash two of your favorite words together. For example: Donkey + 
Edit = Donkit.

List B
Cell Phone
Clothesline
Desk Lamp
Gluv
Melon
Mo
Naptime
Promises
Sock Drawer
Toofpick
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Now that you have your name, it’s time to come up with a cool logo and 
design all the swag your fans can buy when they go to your concerts!
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